
Central Gorge Master Gardener™ Association

Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Held via Zoom on Tuesday, September 9, 2020

Next meeting: Tuesday, October 13, 2020, Virtual

Attendees:  Bailey, Jean; Bosler, Eric; Bosler, Shari; Bradley, Christie;

Dameier, Margo; Montag, Sandy; Rousseau, Sandi; Slagle, Nancy; Stevens,

John; Willis, Joanne; Winfield, Bill

Secretary’s Report (Christie): Joanne did the meeting minutes for July. Sandy

added some items to the August minutes. Both July and August were

approved.

Treasurer’s Report (Nancy): Nancy sent out financial reports. There has been

no activity.

There was a small budget overage on the Parkdale Memorial Garden. We have a

$100 leeway, and the overage was $63, so it does not need to be approved.

CGMGA Diversity (Sandy): There needs to be more diversity in CGMGA. One

question is who needs our services that we are not reaching. We will consider

putting together a sub-committee to address this and come up with some

recommendations, which seems to be the most difficult part. We also need to

figure out how to overcome barriers.

Beth noted we could figure out a way to do some school programs, and this

may help. Megan has this piece in her survey as something we need to address.

Barbara Spezia may be interested in being on it or heading it.

Gail has sent out some readings about diversity and Megan will be sending out

more.

There is a program called “Culture Seed”

https://www.cultureseed.org/whitesalmon that is centered around youth.

Maybe we could work with them. They have a community learning garden.

Joanne knows who runs the local chapter and she will send contact

information to Megan.

Megan met with Marley at FISH and she is interested in more partnerships.

Megan met with Steve about the NextDoor garden.



A lot of information is being developed at OSU and there are a lot of resources

that need to be pulled together and a committee would probably be the best

way to do that. Sandy will ask Barbara S and Norma if they are interested.

Dennis has done the NextDoor for years as well as Seed to Supper. Joanne

would be happy to participate.

Sandy will write something for the newsletter. She will also ask mentors to ask

their mentees if they are interested in participating (for those with mentees that

are interesting in continuing). It is something that could be brought up in the

recognition celebration.

OSU / Extension (Megan): Megan has a training plan and a survey that is

ready to go out. We need to be aware of what is going on at the state level so we

are not duplicating efforts.

We are not taking on new Master Gardeners next year as we focus on

strengthening the skill sets of current Master Gardeners. The survey has

information we can look at and see how it can be applied locally. They are

asking about how technology tools worked and what the barriers were. They

want to know what technology classes would be useful.

They will ask questions about how Master Gardeners want to learn and how

the classes should be structured. They are looking for more improvements to

get people engaged. The next area is inclusion. Following that is association

leadership, fundraising, partnerships between chapters, and what classes are

important to chapters. There are questions on in-person learning and how to

volunteer online or in person. The data will be traceable to each county so that

the wishes and needs of each chapter can be addressed. There will need to be

an evaluation of how effective the various training methodologies are.

One idea to keep master gardeners connected is to have some assigned study

groups.

What we create and present for community classes is totally up to us.

It was asked if there is a model other groups are using for their programs

outside of Oregon? There is a national extension Master Gardener coordinator

conference next month that Megan will be attending.

We talked about Seed to Supper from a budget perspective. Lynn and Benton

Counties did Seed to Supper virtually and they put a lot of information together

about how they did it. Since we are not certifying Master Gardeners next year,

it would be important to have Seed to Supper classes for next year. Tara

Moomey is a Master Gardener that came from Seed to Supper and then came



from there to Master Gardeners. Megan will send an introductory email and

Christie will see reach out to those who participated last year.

Megan sent out the tests. She received a handful back. Tomorrow night is the

Zoom review of the test. The exam is long.

Megan said there were two counties that did plant sales and she has all of the

how-tos on how they did it. It had all of the setup, availability, platforms,

invoicing, etc, marketing, pickup. Megan will send the flyers and Christie will

set up a Zoom with the plant sale committee. For budget, it is best guesses. We

don’t know if they propagated themselves or just bought the plants and

repotted them, or what.

Megan noted the Zoom meetings she has held have been very effective.

Tomorrow’s is just a test review. Having them spaced out a bit might be good,

but the feedback was very positive. Maybe spacing them once a month might

be better. It might be too easy to forget them if they are spaced out unless

Zoom reminders are sent out

Nominating Committee (Sandy): A notice was put in the newsletter looking for

officers. There may be an official position as assistant treasurer. John and

Nancy will continue through this calendar year. When we change treasurers,

they need to go to the bank and re-sign the cards. The assistant treasurer

could be more of a treasurer-elect, but this might not be eflective of the skills

required for the two different positions. We need to find replacements. John is

going to write something for the newsletter. Barbara Spezia is the incoming

treasurer, she may already have someone in mind.

For appointed extra board members, Bill Sturman and Helga want to step

down. The publicity position may end up as a board position.

Recognition Ceremony (Sandi): A planning meeting was held. They still need

help with parking. The church is booked and they are sending out invitations.

They will call those who have not RSVP’d.

Budget Update (Eric): Requests have gone out in the newsletter. They are

hoping to have everything pulled together and the goal will be to prepare a

report and present recommendations at the October Executive Committee.

Once approved, it will be presented to the membership. This should be done

before Nov 1.

OMGA Report (Sandy for Barbara): There was a survey talking about what the

other chapters are doing. There have been some meetings and a board meeting

is coming up. They need to start planning for Mini College.



Project Updates

Survey Update from Summer Series (Margo): They have changes on setup for

Gardening to Save the World. Kelly has resigned because she may be relocating.

The survey has not gone out yet and Margo and Megan are looking at people

who might have time to work on the survey. Margo talked to Barbara Spezia,

who is interested in the education portion of Master Gardeners, and she may

be interested in taking the Project Coordinator meeting. Sandi says if Barbara

is interested in being treasurer, that might be too much for one person to take

on. There might be someone who would be interested in taking on a leadership

role. We might be able to find someone who is willing to be a project leader and

split that off from the technical side of things. If no one else steps up for the

technical aspect, Christie would take that on (but would prefer to find someone

else).

FISH Garden (Christie for Kathy): It is all going well and the fresh produce is

appreciated.

Learning Garden (Joanne): They have a pruning coming up and it needs to be

approved. It is on OSU property. Whatever they do needs to be something that

OSU and Sada are both comfortable with. Sandi will ask Sada if he thinks he

will be available. People would need to be masked and socially distanced.

Joanne was planning on recording it.

Library Waterwise Garden (Beth): Beth is setting up a work party. They are

trying to keep it nice because a lot of people are standing by the garden while

picking up books.

Parkdale Garden (Nancy): They have two work parties scheduled now. Bill has

been doing a great job coordinating this.

The plaque for Pam Crider is finished. It has not been put in place yet, but

should be set in late September. The Executive Committee already approved a

budget for it. Nancy will probably put it in the miscellaneous category. Audrey

Schneider would like to contribute. Shari is going to tell Camille a photo is

coming for the newsletter.

Newsletter (Shari): The deadline is the 3rd Friday of the month. There has

been discussion about adding recipe ideas and book titles. Shari thinks the

recipes might be better on Facebook. Megan says Wasco did the recipes in the

newsletter, but they did it in context with what vegetables are going to be

available at the time of the newsletter that is coming out. She says that having

too long of a newsletter makes it hard for Camille.



Holiday Greenery (Shari): This event is the first Saturday in December. We

may be able to hold it at the FISH Garden meeting room. Megan says that

meeting room is limited for public usage, so Shari needs to see if it is available.

We may also be able to use the greenhouse, but this might not be available to

be approved.  It might also be divided into two small groups. If we make

proposals, we need to include ventilation plans.

Garden Tour (Sandy for Karen): The Garden Tour will be on June 19. Two of

the gardens will have an educational component on wildland fires. It has not

been determined if it is live or virtual.

Day of Week for Exec Meetings (Sandi): There was some discussion about

changing the meeting days. When the new Executive Committee is seated, they

can determine if there is a better day and time.

Wasco County Program Assistant (Megan): An offer has been made and that

is in process.

Historian (Jean): Contact was made with the previous historian. She kept a

scrapbook and gave it to Elizabeth Daniel.

With no further business, the virtual meeting ended at 12:05.

Meeting minutes taken by Christie Bradley


